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BERNARD VAN DIEREN (1887-1936)

Bernard van Dieren was an Anglo-Dutch composer whose name was well-known in London
musical circles in the 1920s and 1930s. Though born and raised in the Netherlands his music
was little known there and he spent most of his adult life in London where his music was more
discussed than played. He was praised extravagantly by some, and condemned equally
fiercely by others. For various practical reasons, his music was more elusive than his
personality, and the great achievement of these recordings is that for the first time we will be
able to become familiar with a representative selection of his orchestral music in fine modern
performances.

Bernard Hélène Joseph van Dieren was born in the Coolsingel, Rotterdam in December 1887.
He was the youngest of five children born to Bernard Joseph van Dieren and Julie Françoise
Adelle Labbé, and he was the only boy. It was a second marriage for both parents. His father
was a rather unsuccessful wine merchant, whilst his mother was a highly skilled seamstress.
She was the lynchpin of the family and her son was the apple of his mother’s eye brought up
surrounded by adoring older sisters. He seems to have had a happy childhood, though things
were not easy for the family financially. Both parents at different times were declared
bankrupt, and the family moved house quite frequently. Bernard attended various schools
though his educational progress was more chequered than might have been expected.

Music was important from his earliest days and as a treble he had a lovely singing voice.
Bernard was a fine violinist but he was always hesitant on the piano. Though he also showed
an early interest in things mechanical and scientific, it was music that came to dominate his
life. About 1907 his earliest compositions (two sets of songs and a violin piece) were privately
published in Rotterdam. Significantly, one of the songs was dedicated to Willy Kindler, a
member of a well-known local family of professional musicians, By 1909 , he had become
friendly with another member of the family, Frida, who was an outstanding young pianist.
She was a favourite pupil of the famous Ferrucio Busoni and that connection was to be crucial
to Bernard’s future developments.

Frida Kindler (1879-1964) had been particularly successful as a pianist and teacher in
England (she played at the 1905 Proms) and Bernard moved to join her in London in the
autumn of 1909. They married on New Year’s Day 1910 and settled in Loudon Road
Marylebone where their only son Bernard was born in November 1910.

and empty it to the dregs and sing, until the moon shines forth on the dark horizon. And when I can
no longer sing, I fall asleep again. What does the spring matter to me? Just leave me to my drunkenness.
(Li Po)

[Man’s fate]
Der Glut des Sommers folgt des Herbstes Kühle
Dem Schneefeld folgt des Lenzes Blumenbeet;
Die Sonne hebt sich rosig in der Frühe,
Und rosig ist ihr Bildnis, wenn sie geht.

Die Bäche drängen in das Meer. Die Zeiten
Erneuern sich. Mit jedem Tagbeginn
Glänzt neu das Sonnenlicht, und unaufhörlich
Treibt neues Wasser durch die Ströme hin.

Der Mensch lebt einmal, - nimmer kehrt er wieder,
Sein Dasein ist ein Lufthauch, der zerfließt;
Die Summe seines Lebens ist ein armer,
Verfallener Hügel, darauf Unkraut sprießt.

The autumn’s chill trails on the summer’s warmth…the flower-strewn beds of spring pursue the
fleeting snows. The sun arises rosy in the dawn, and rosy is its aspect when it sets. The streams press
forward to the sea, the days renew themselves; with each dawn the sunlight shines anew, and
ceaselessly fresh water goes thrusting through the brooks. But man lives only once, never to return.
His existence is a dissolving breath; his life’s total is a poor crumbling tumulus, where rank weeds
flourish.
(Kong Fu Tse)

Texts set by Bernard Van Dieren in German translation by Hans Bethge (1876-1946).
This English translation, from the German, by Denis ApIvor and Eiluned Davies (1976)



Wenn nur ein Traum das Leben ist,
Warum denn Müh’ und Plag’!?
Ich trinke, bis ich nicht mehr kann,
Den ganzen, lieben Tag!

Und wenn ich nicht mehr trinken kann,
Weil Kehl’ und Seele voll,
So tauml’ ich bis zu meiner Tür
Und schlafe wundervoll!

Was hör' ich beim Erwachen? Horch!
Ein Vogel singt im Baum.
Ich frag' ihn, ob schon Frühling sei,
Mir ist als wie im Traum.

Der Vogel zwitschert: Ja!
Der Lenz ist da, sei kommen über Nacht!
Aus tiefstem Schauen lauscht' ich auf,
Der Vogel singt und lacht!

Ich fülle mir den Becher neu
Und leer' ihn bis zum Grund
Und singe, bis der Mond erglänzt
Am schwarzen Firmament!

Und wenn ich nicht mehr singen kann,
So schlaf' ich wieder ein.
Was geht mich denn der Frühling an!?
Laßt mich betrunken sein!

If destiny is but a dream, why then be sad and miserable? I drink until I can drink no more, the
livelong day. And when throat and body will take no more I stagger along home, and sleep
wonderfully. What do I hear, waking? Hark! A bird sings on the branch. I ask him whether spring
has really come. To me it is just as in a dream. The small bird twitters. “Yes, spring has come
overnight.” I sigh, deeply moved at the little bird’s mewy singing. I fill myself a new goblet of wine,

Van Dieren worked as the London musical correspondent for Rotterdam newspapers but also
spent time in Germany. He attended the series of Liszt concerts given by Busoni in Berlin in
1911. It was there that he met Schönberg and was present at the première of Pierrot Lunaire
(October 1912) when Hans Kindler, his brother-in-law, was the cellist. Earlier the same year
he was at the première of Busoni’s opera Die Brautwahl in Hamburg. It is probably from those
years that his earliest orchestral works date, and certainly two major piano works - 6 Skizzen
(1910/11) and Toccata (1912). These were written in a style close to Schönberg and showed
considerable contrapuntal skill. From 1912 too came the extraordinary String Quartet No. 1
in memoriam Paganini which juxtaposed music in a highly chromatic style with quotations
from Paganini’s Caprices in the quite different Romantic style.

In the midst of all this creative work the composer fell ill and following a successful
appendectomy began to suffer from kidney stones. Kidney problems were to affect the rest of
his life. Passing of these stones per urethram was very painful and led to multiple complications.
In attempts to alleviate the condition he underwent surgery nine times between 1913 and
1932, but seems to have been in almost continuous pain. The only relief came from morphine.

In the earliest years of the illness he was occupied with his largest work to date – a symphony
for soloists, chorus and orchestra. Another work begun at this time was an overture for an
orchestra of sixteen solo instruments which would later be dedicated to Busoni.

It was during World War I that he began to make an impact in London. A meeting with the
sculptor Jacob Epstein in 1915 seems to have been crucial: Epstein was deeply impressed and
began to work on a head of van Dieren who was strikingly handsome. A couple of years later
he was again inspired by van Dieren, this time by the sight of him in pain and wrote, “I was
only visiting him but as we talked the desire came over me to work from him. I hurried home
and collected some clay in a bucket and came back. I made a mask. The mask was filled with
suffering, but it was so noble and had such a high quality of intellectual life, I thought of him
as the suffering Christ, and developed the mask into a head, then into a bust with arms and
extended it again and so made my first image of Christ in bronze.” The composer responded
in like manner to the sculptor by dedicating to him one of his most important works – the
Diaphony for chamber orchestra and baritone solo. In 1920, van Dieren published the first
book on Epstein.

Epstein also introduced van Dieren to Cecil Grey and Philip Heseltine in June 1916. Both



were captivated by him and his music and they became his most vociferous and enthusiastic
London disciples. They organised a concert of his music in the Wigmore Hall on 20th

February 1917 when van Dieren conducted an ensemble of London’s best players and a
baritone soloist in the première of two major works – the Overture for sixteen instruments
and the Diaphony. The concert had been well advertised and the hall was busy. The
programme note promised much, but the performances were chaotic. Van Dieren was a poor
conductor and the unfamiliar performances were under-rehearsed and poorly played. Eric
Coates, who played second viola in the Diaphony, described the occasion in his memoir

“Suite in Four Movements” and how he witnessed the contemptuous reaction of Parry,
Stanford and others to van Dieren’s efforts.

During the 1920s and 1930s van Dieren’s music was played more often. Several string
quartets became familiar with his works, and singers, notably John Goss, regularly featured
his songs. He seemed to be adopted as a house composer by OUP from 1925 onwards, and
songs, piano music and chamber music became readily available. With the foundation of the
BBC Symphony Orchestra in 1931 more adventurous programmes were possible and so the
Diaphony was broadcast in 1934 and the “Chinese” Symphony in 1935. Success in another
genre came with the publication that autumn of Down Among the Dead Men, a collection of
essays in music that attracted critical acclaim.

But early in 1936 van Dieren’s health broke down completely and he died in 24th April aged
forty-eight. Following cremation at Golders Green, his ashes were buried in St Lawrence’s
Churchyard, West Wycombe. Memorial concerts were held in 1936 and 1937, and even after
1945 his music was still played occasionally. However, by the mid 1950s most of his close
friends were dead and his work was falling into oblivion. It was only in the 1970s that the
work of some enthusiasts began to improve things. Denis ApIvor and Alastair Chisholm
recreated missing scores from the instrumental parts and produced modern editions of
unpublished works (notably the “Chinese” Symphony). Fred Tomlinson, in his book

“Warlock and van Dieren” (1978), made the first catalogue of his music. At the same time
Anthony Friese-Greene produced a number of important programmes for the BBC, notably
the Gabrieli Quartet’s wonderful performance of the First String Quartet. With the
encouragement of and funding from Arnold Hartshorn, The British Music Society and
Whitetower Records recorded the complete piano music on cassette and later a CD of songs
and chamber music. In recent years, Barry Ould of Bardic Edition has typeset and made

[Separation]
Der Tag bricht an. So muß ich denn hinweg,
Geliebte Freundin, die mein alles ist.
Laß mich noch einmal deine kleine Lampe
Aus Jade heben, daß ich deine Augen
Und deines Haares Schönheit ganz erkenne,
Noch einmal, Süße, reiche mir den Mund, --
Dann will ich gehn. Ich höre schon das Gong
Des Wächters, der zur ersten Arbeit ruft,
Und durch den Vorhang dringt das Licht der Frühe.

Lebwohl, Geliebte! Gerne will ich an
Die Arbeit wandern. Alle Arbeit führt
Dem Abend zu; der Abend aber leitet
In deine Arme, die den ganzen Tag
Mir winken sollen als der schönste Lohn,
Der jemals einem Liebenden geworden.
Lebwohl! Lebwohl! Nun schwing' ich mich hinaus.
Sieh, wie der Tau auf allen Beeten funkelt!
[Die Amselsingt ihr erstes Lied im Baum]
Lebwohl! Bis an den Abend Lebewohl!

Day dawns and I must go away, my darling girl, who are my whole life’s joy. Let me just raise once
again your little jade lamp, so that I may scan fully your eyes and your lovely hair…Once again
sweetheart, give your lips to me: then I will go. Already I hear the watchman’s gong, calling early to
work, and the light of dawn pierces through the curtains. Farewell darling, gladly will I go off to work

– all work leads towards the evening – the night which draws me to your arms, which seem to beckon
me all day – the most wonderful reward that ever a lover won. Farewell, farewell – now I leap forth.
See how the dew sparkles on the flower-beds, the blackbird sings his first song on the branch. Farewell
until the evening…farewell!
(Ma Huang Cheng)



Der Mond steigt aufwärts, ein verliebter Träumer,
Um auszuruhen in dem Blau der Nacht;
Ein feiner Windhauch küsst
Den blanken Spiegel des Teiches
Der sich melodisch bewegt.

O holder Klang, wenn sich zwei Dinge einen,
Die, um sich zu vereinen, sind geschaffen.
Ach, was sich zu vereinen ist geschaffen
Vereint sich selten auf der dunklen Erde.

The moon rises, and infatuated dreamer, and rests in the blue of the night. A light breeze kisses the
shining mirror of the pool, which trembles harmoniously. O, lovely sound – when two beings are
united, who were created for that end. Ah! What is created to unite is but seldom at one on this dark
earth.
(Sao Han)

Vom Wind getroffen, schäumt der Teich empor,
Dann ruht er wieder still in seinen Ufern.
Die Fische springen: ihre Leiber leuchten,
Als blühten Lotosblumen durch die Nacht.

Der Mond schwimmt durch die Wolken, durch die Bäume
Verklärt dahin. Der Silberreif der Nacht
Wandelt den Tau zu wundersamen Perlen,
Die leuchten durch die wundersame Nacht.

Touched by the wind, the pool is suddenly afroth, then, still again lies calm upon its shore. The fishes
leap, their forms shine as lotus flowers blooming through the night. The moon transfigured, swims
through the clouds and trees. The silver night-frost turns the dew into exquisite pearls, which sparkle
through the darkness.
(Chau Yu Su)

available previously unpublished scores.

The so-called ‘Chinese’ Symphony is one of van Dieren’s most impressive early works. Entitled
just Symphony Op. 6 by the composer, it was written between 1912 and 1914, and is scored
for five soloists, chorus and orchestra. It was based on German translations of ancient
Chinese poetry. These were taken from Die Chinesische Flöte, a popular volume of translations
by Hans Bethge (1876-1946) published in 1907. Poems from this book were also set by
Schönberg, Webern, Wellesz, Strauss and most famously by Mahler (Das Lied von der Erde).
Though van Dieren was familiar with the work of some of these composers, we do not know
if he had encountered Mahler’s masterpiece before writing his symphony. Only one poem
appeared in both works – Der Trinker im Frühling. Van Dieren’s work was written in a style
linked to contemporary works by Busoni and Schönberg, and was developed from his own
earlier works like the 6 Skizzen (1910/11) and Toccata (1912) for piano and the First String
Quartet (1912). The writing was very chromatic throughout, though not of course serial. As
in the 6 Skizzen, free polyphony was frequently employed. There were also chordal sections,
but again these were chromatic with notably individual cadential approaches. The
orchestration was colourful and imaginative and sometimes contrasted a chamber orchestra
of soloists with a full orchestra. Though one assumes that some of the score at least was
written in London, its whole ethos is continental. Using a unique musical style with
similarities sometimes to Delius, sometimes to Schönberg and Busoni, the Symphony, in a
linked series of eight sections, evokes the beauty of the dark blue night with the lake glistening
in the moonlight. The “light breeze kissing the shining mirror” is seen as a metaphor for the
young lovers, now separated, now united. Placed centrally in the work is the orchestral
Interludio, a kind of nocturne preceding the three final sections which depict in order, the
dawn, the diversion of drunkenness and the contrast between nature and mankind.

 (Ein junger Dichter denkt an die Geliebte) is a section for soloists, chorus and
orchestra that begins magically with pianissimo tremolo strings from which emerge melodies
for flute, horn, bass clarinet and others.  The harmony simplifies before the choral entry – The
moon rises, an infatuated dreamer and rests in the blue of the night. Woodwind and brass
movements lead to the “light breeze” of the next sections with its free polyphonic



accompaniment. This grows and fades and finally settles on a sustained dominant seventh
chord.

 (In der Fremde). Following a short link led by solo viola, a slow chordal section
moves downwards punctuated by entries of slowly rising scale passages. Soon the orchestra
settles on another cadence before dividing into a main group of lower strings and horns and
a distant contrasting orchestra of soloists. The baritone soloist begins (I lay in a distant land).
The music leads to a climax (The Moon! The Moon!) before complex harmonic writing leads
on from a final phrase (as my homeland beckons me from afar) to an increasingly dissonant
Allegro which later settles on another dominant chord.

 (Die einsame und traurige Frühlingsnacht). A French horn G is sustained from the
previous section and moves to repeated cadences on a dominant ninth chord. After
contrasting phrases for strings and brass the accompaniment reduces drastically to a solo viola
before being joined by the soprano soloist (The moon rests in the dark-blue of the heavens). After
using material reminiscent of the Recitativo the tenor enters with a new poem (The shriek of
silver pheasants) and van Dieren’s setting of the two poems simultaneously gives the
impression of a dialogue between separated lovers. The section ends with the accompaniment
slowly ascending in close position pianissimo chords for strings and woodwind which are
finally punctuated by exquisite descending harp arpeggios.

 (Ein junger Dichter denkt an die Geliebte). This section is a new setting of a
more extended version of the poem with which we began. The contralto and tenor soloists
sing in parallel movement lightly accompanied. The Chorus joins the soloists at the words O
lovely sound leading soon to a setting of when two beings are united – who were created for that
end with luxuriant almost ecstatic accompaniment. This leads directly to the fifth section.

 (Nächtliches Bild) is an orchestral nocturne inspired by a poem depicting once
again the moonlit water, now shimmering with the splashing of fish. Atmospheric, coloured
by the subtle use of the timpani, gong and suspended cymbal, this section employs delicate
rushing phrases to depict the disturbed water. This is markedly less polyphonic  than earlier
parts of the Symphony. New orchestral colours (sul ponticello) are introduced as are slowly
moving phrases in ascending scales or leaps of fourths.

(Die Trennung). The poem depicts dawn with the reluctant lover parting from

[Lovers separated]
An dunkelblauem Himmel steht der Mond.
Ich habe meine Lampe ausgelöscht,
schwer von Gedanken ist mein einsam Herz.
Ich weine, weine;
meine armen Tränen rinnen so heiß und bitter von den Wangen,
weil du so fern bist meiner großen Sehnsucht,
weil du es nie begreifen wirst,
wie weh mir ist, wenn ich nicht bei dir bin.

The lonely maiden : The moon rides in the dark blue of the heavens. I have extinguished my lamp.
My lonely heart is heavy with thought…I weep, weep – my poor tears flow so hot and shining on my
cheeks, since you have become the source of my heartfelt longing aince you cannot understand what
grief is mine, when you are not with me.
(Wang Seng Yu)

Geschrei der silbernen Fasanen
Klang melancholisch durch die Nacht,
Ich spielte dir auf meiner Flöte
Ein Lied, das auch nicht fröhlich war.

In dumpfer Trauer lag die Erde,
Wir wussten keinen Grund zu nennen,
Daß unsre Augen überflossen, -
Das Leben war wie Blei in uns.

Uns war so bange wie den Blumen,
Du ließest deine Hände hängen,
Du sahst mich an und sprachest müde:

"Sei still, es wird vorübergehn.

Melancholy spring night :The cry of silver pheasants sounded sadly through the night. I played you
a song on my flute, that was not gay either. The earth lay in heavy mourning. We could not think
why our eyes were overflowing. Life was like lead in us – we became as uneasy as the flowers. You let
your hands hang limply; you looked at me and said wearily “Be still – it will pass over.”
(Li Sung Tsu)



[A young poet thinks of his beloved]
Der Mond steigt aufwärts, ein verliebter Träumer,
Um auszuruhen in dem Blau der Nacht;
Ein feiner Windhauch küsst
Den blanken Spiegel des Teiches
Der sich melodisch bewegt.

The moon rises, an infatuated dreamer, and rests in the blue of the night. A light breeze kisses the
shining mirror of the pool, which stirs harmoniously.
(Sao Han)

[In a distant country]
In fremdem Lande lag ich.
Weißen Glanz malte der Mond
vor meine Lagerstätte.

Ich hob das Haupt, ich meinte erst,
es sei der Reif der Frühe,
was ich schimmern sah,
dann aber wußte ich:
der Mond, der Mond,
und neigte das Gesicht zur Erde hin.
Und meine Heimat winkte mir von fern.

I lay in a distant land…moonlight painted a white gleam on my resting place. I raised my head…at
first I thought it was the early hoar frost of dawn, which I saw shining. Only then did I perceive the
moon, and lowered my head towards the ground, as my homeland beckoned me from afar.
(Li Po)

the beloved before the day’s work after which he will return to her embrace. The setting is
one of complex interwoven melodies based again on slow ascending scales or fourths. As the
singer concludes (Farewell) an orchestral link takes us to the next section. This is constructed
using imitation and other contrapuntal devices and builds to a climax with repeated
oscillating semiquavers over a slow bass, before receding into interwoven polyphony of solo
woodwind instruments. A magical harp chord signals the conclusion of the section.

 (Der Trinker im Frühling). The opening is a recapitulation of music from the Duettino.
A little later, a melody based on a simple repeated pattern forms the background for elaborate
phrases reminiscent of birdcalls. A climax builds to a setting of livelong day where the bass
soloist executes an impressive portamento appropriate to the poem’s moods. After a
recapitulation of the opening material we hear more birdcalls before the drinker subsides and
falls asleep.

 (Das Los des Menschen). A vigorous unison string melody leads to full
orchestral striding dissonant chords which quickly subside onto a quiet minor chord for low
flutes and clarinet. The vocal entry begins a syllabic setting of a text describing the ever-
changing and renewing seasons of nature. Soprano and tenor soloists add descant lines and
are joined by contralto and baritone. Trumpet and then cor anglais lead the next link to a
choral entry where all five soloists superimpose complex harmonies on a unison choral line
doubled by lower orchestral instruments with an obbligato semiquaver line for first violins. A
link reminiscent of the section’s opening striding orchestral chords declines as before onto a
gentle minor chord. The final vocal entry is another syllabic setting, this time of words
describing the frailty of mankind. Just before this final vocal entry a slow horn line reminiscent
of a moment early in the Recitativo transforms the harmony. Decorating the final entry is an
obbligato solo violin line which continues after the singers fall silent, until it is itself absorbed
into other string parts. The work draws to a close on strings and flute gently articulated by a
harp chord.

The first performance of the Symphony was given by the LSO with the Wireless Chorus and
soloists conducted by Constant Lambert on the evening of 15th March 1935. It was broadcast
by the BBC. Though he was far from well, the composer attended the first rehearsal and
created quite an impression on the players. To quote the conductor: A point arose when the
first violins said that a certain passage was unplayable. Pulling himself together, van Dieren went



over, borrowed a violin from one of the players, and demonstrated saying “I think you’ll find it all
right if you play it this way”. As indeed it was.

A second performance was given as part of a memorial concert on 19th April 1937 and was
again broadcast. The third performance did not take place until until 14th January 1973 when
it was broadcast by the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra and Singers conducted by Myer
Fredman. It was also played at the Holland Festival of 1983. That performance and the
present recording used the edition prepared by Denis ApIvor in 1976 published by Donemus
in Amsterdam.

This work was written in the summer of 1921 on van Dieren’s return to London from Holland
after an absence of more than two years. Its première was given that year at the Proms on 6th

September by the Queen’s Hall Orchestra. Written for large orchestra, it shows a
kaleidoscope of different moods inspired by the section of Rabelais’ Gargantua et Pantagruel
entitled Les Propos des Buveurs or The Discourse of the Drinkers. It was intended to be the
prelude to a work for chorus and orchestra on the text but that was never written.

The Introit is an orchestral showpiece with virtuoso parts for many of the players. Following
a swooping rush of notes on the violins, the opening Lento is gentle and subtle using van
Dieren’s characteristic brand of diatonic chromaticism that appears in contemporary works
like the Spenser Sonnet. This is rudely interrupted by a brash rhythmic Allegro moderato
which leads to a swaggering waltz, a sombre tune for tuba and horn with cheeky comments
from others, and by quicker mood changes leading to even wilder later bars and an abrupt
end. Perhaps the drinker has collapsed!

The elegy is one of three early orchestral pieces by van Dieren and the only one performed to
date. It was broadcast by the BBC in 1976 in a recording by Christopher Bunting and the
RPO conducted by Myer Fredman. Was it written with Hans Kindler in mind? Certainly the

William Boughton
Rebecca Evans
Catherine Wyn Rogers
Nathan Vale
Morgan Pearse
David Soar
Raphael Wallfisch

Lyrita Recorded Edition Trust is grateful to Mathew Arnold Hartshorn whose bequest for
the promotion of the music of Bernard van Dieren has made this recording possible.

cello part is demanding and dominates the whole piece. In style it is rhapsodic in a Delian
way with lovely moments, and the composer shows considerable inventive powers. It grows
organically from moment to moment with some varied recapitulations, and is not so
contrapuntally varied as the later van Dieren. Its date is given on a 1917 list as 1908, but 1910
may be nearer the mark.

These notes are dedicated fondly to the memory of Fred Tomlinson (1928-2016) whose
death was announced as they were being written.

Alastair Chisholm, 2016
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BERNARD VAN DIEREN (1887-1936)
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 Texts from the Chinese
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